
WHEREAS
EPA has promulgated a Recommended Maximum Contaminant Level
(RMCL) for fluoride in drinking water which according to law
must be set at a level that assures that
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RESOLUTION

"no known or anticipatpd adverse effects on the
health of persons occur and which allows an adequate
margin of sRfety,"

WHEREAS
ThLs RMCL hRsbeen based on scientific and technical support
documents whose interpretation are open to question,

to whit, these documents:

-contain inappropriate assessments of the significance
of scientific findings because the criter for judgement
is not in accord with legal requirements.

-contain numerous factual errors and omissions critical
to the conclusions arising from the lack of reviews by
professionals having specialized qualifications in areasof study.
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BE IT RESOLVED THAT:

NFFE Local 2050 agrees:

To request the EPA Scip.Dce Advisory Board to review the scientific
and technical support documents for the RMCL for fluoride in
drinking water according to the requirements of the law, and
request the Agency to abide by the findings.

Failing a timely response by the SAB,

To prepare and submit a brief to the court as an injured
party in support of the NRDC suit by 9/3/86. The purpose of
the suit will be to have the RMCL withdrawn and to have a
thorough review of the scientific and chnical literature
on fluoride conducted by experts according to the requirementsof the law.

These requirements are understood to mean that the m1CL
should protect all people, regardless of their drinking
water habits, taking into account susceptible groups, with
an adequate margin of safety. If there is adequate to
~ believe that a health effect may occur from a certain
level of fluoride exposure, t.hen-this health effect should
be included.


